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Mick Henson 

When travelling to Trowell Garden Centre, our usual show venue, to stage my daffodils at the show, 
I thought to myself what a big difference in the quantity and quality of show daffodil blooms 
available this year compared to last year, due to the high temperatures prevailing prior to the show 
we had a much reduced number of exhibits staged. However this year the signs were looking very 
much better, I had cut a reasonable number of blooms (last year I did not have one available). Roger 
and Terry Braithwaite and Jeff English exhibited at the RHS Main show a few days before our show, 
Ken Bacon had been to a few shows already and the weather   prior to the show had been more 
suitable than last year. I thought things were looking very promising. When all the exhibitors had 
arrived at the show it was apparent that every one of them had cut and brought a good number of 
blooms – the organisers were very pleased with the standard and number of the blooms on display.  

 

 

 

Ombersley                              Bluntington                                    Saxonby                    Astrid’s Memory

Honeybourne                          CPS 248                                          Cape Point                Banker 

Entente                                   CPS  307                                           Terminator              Pol Crocan  



The above is the winning exhibit in the principal class which is a collection of 12 cultivars from not 
less than 3 divisions. This exhibit was also the Best Exhibit in Show.  Ken Bacon and Roger 
Braithwaite staged exhibits.  In my opinion, both exhibitors, staged their best collection of 12 blooms 
that I have seen them exhibit at any show that I have attended. However at this show Roger’s exhibit 
was the winner and Ken’s exhibit was a very worthy second. Both exhibits made a fine spectacle on 
the show bench and judging by the comments received from some of the visitors to the show, 
created a good impression with the public in general. 

             

Above left is Ken Bacon’s winning  3 x 3 exhibit - comprising of Ken’s Cracker, Seagrave and Nice Day. 
Ken also acheived second place  and Mick Henson was third. 

Above right is the winning 3 x 3 miniature exhibit which was staged by Terry Braithwaite and the 
cultivars on display were Angel’s Whisper, Yellow Xit and Little Rusky. There were no other entries. 

In the class for six blooms  Roger Braithwaite’s set comprising of  Happy Valley, CPS  311, Lakeland Fair, 
Gold Convention, Jenna and  Dunley Hall emerged as the winner. Jeff English used American Dream,  
Oops, Touchdown, Disquiet, Banker and Fine Romance to achieve the runners up place. There were 
no other entries staged.  No photograph available of this class. 

 In the class for 6 x 1 cultivars from the Approved List of Cultivars for Restricted Cultivar Classes, the 
same two exhibitors as last year competed for the top spot. This time the positions were reversed 
and in a close encounter which the judge had to resort to pointing individual blooms, Jeff English’s 
blooms secured him the victory. Mick Henson was second.  A photograph of the winning set of 
blooms is shown on the next page:-                                                                                                                                        



                           

Above left, Jeff English’s 6 x 1 exhibit – Strines, Dailmanach, Misty Glen, Gay Kybo, Doctor Hugh and Broomhill. 

Above right, Linda English’s Mite which is the first daffodil she has exhibited, it won its class (which was in the 
open section) and was deemed to be the Best Miniature Bloom in the Show, and the day of the show was also 
Linda’s birthday. 

  

    Above left, Roger Braithwaite’s bloom of Astrid’s Memory which was Best Div. 3 and Best Bloom in the 
Show.   Above right, Ken Bacon’s Gay Kybo which was the Best Div. 4 in the Show and the Reserve Best Bloom. 

See the next page for other Best in Section Blooms:- 

 



   

Both the above Blooms were exhibited by Roger Braithwaite. The one on the left is CPS 307 and was Best Div. 
1 in the Show. The one on the right is Honeybourne and was Best Div. 2 in the Show. 

                                    

Peter Cooke’s bloom of Trena shown above was the Best Bloom in the Show from Divisions 5 to 9 inclusive and 
11 and 12.  Up to date we have included all these divisions in one class but in future shows we aim to split 
these sections to some extent. This is because with these sections gaining more popularity the number of 
entries are increasing in number somewhat.  I believe other Societies are also experiencing the same trend.                                      


